ClinVar match details, population frequency, and in silico predictions of deleteriousness ( A limitation of the existing method is that damage-prediction algorithm scores are taken from the 2 0 9 dbNSFP database, which only contains data for non-silent SNVs. While these annotations are 2 1 0 unavailable for indels, because protein class annotations are taken into account by the scoring 2 1 1 algorithm, high-impact events such as truncating variations will still be highly ranked. For variant 2 1 2 population frequency filtering, we are currently using the TCGA-subtracted release of ExAC 2 1 3 1 4 instead of gnomAD (Lek et al. 2016 ) because the gnomAD database contains TCGA samples; 2 1 4 we plan to migrate to gnomAD once a TCGA-subtracted version becomes publicly available. 2 1 5
In conclusion, the PeCanPIE platform significantly accelerates the variant classification process 2 1 6 by automating many prerequisite steps, helping to prioritize potentially pathogenic variants in 2 1 7 NGS data, and providing a robust platform for investigating variant pathogenicity in disease-2 1 8 related genes. While PeCanPIE was developed and tested with pediatric cancer susceptibility 2 1 9
as a primary focus, we are in the process of expanding its scope to other pediatric and adult 2 2 0 diseases. Users are now able to specify custom gene lists to analyze appropriate to their 2 2 1 diseases of interest, enabling disease-specific variant curation and facilitating gene discovery. The disease-related gene list comprises both cancer-related and non-cancer genes (Table S1) . 2 2 7
The cancer gene list was compiled from public resources and cancer genetic studies including: 2 2 8 1) studies of germline mutations in predisposition genes in cancer patients (Zhang et al. 2015;  transcript, functional class (e.g., silent, missense, and nonsense), and effect on protein coding.
4 6
We enhanced splice variant annotation by reclassifying silent or missense variants at exon 2 4 7 boundaries, which may impact splicing (e.g., TP53 NM_000546.5:c.375G>A, 2 4 8
